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Foreword
If responsiveness and technical ability are
mandatory for a single step forward, then we are
happy to be taking at least one more - by offering
an innovative approach in respect to our pricing.

Mihai Mares
Managing Partner
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OUR LAW FIRM

Our firm
Coming together is the beginning.
Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.
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Mares / Danilescu / Mares is a first-rate
Romanian independent corporate law firm,
founded in 2011 by leading Romanian
attorneys with a solid track record in large
international and Romanian law firms.

We have an international mind perspective and benefit from the contribution of our 15
fee-earners highly specialized in business law in the broadest sense, covering major
commercial and industrial activities from energy, infrastructure, insurance, automotive
to banking and finance, capital markets, media and telecom.
The partners of the firm have been representing international and domestic clients, global
corporations, large international financial and investment institutions in many significant
mergers and acquisitions, corporate matters, restructuring and financing projects, while
also serving many small and medium-sized establishments. Our disputes resolution
department is one of the strongest, handling complex commercial litigation, tax disputes,
sensitive internal investigations and international arbitration cases.
Mares / Danilescu / Mares’s international network of relationships and commitment to
timely and effective service assure real time interaction with international clients’ inhouse and outside lawyers, and backup support on cross border transactions and other
international projects.

Loyal, dynamic & competitive:
this is who we are.

OUR LAW FIRM

Mares / Danilescu / Mares’s competitive advantage derives from our
young and dynamic team, excellent legal training, combined with solid
experience and global standards of professional practice and together
with a good flexibility regarding the fee structures in various projects.
We approach our clients’ legal issues always within the larger framework
of their strategic, business and financial goals. We view each matter
as an opportunity to not only provide professional value but to build
personal rapport with clients so that we can effectively anticipate their
needs, thereby becoming a definitive source of practical advice and
counsel.
Matters undertaken by the firm are at all times afforded the direct
personal and extensive attention of partners having experience,
expertise and sophistication with respect to the issues.
We are not, and do not seek to be, the largest law firm measured by
number of offices, lawyers or speciality groups. Our goal is to be the firm
of choice for clients with respect to their most challenging legal issues,
most significant business transactions and most critical disputes.
We are proud to be comprised of talented lawyers, innovative thinkers
and extraordinary people who like and respect each other and enjoy
working together.

Core values
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Team
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Mares / Danilescu / Mares lawyers are highly
skilled in a wide range of areas of practice. Their
accomplishments, business experiences, education
and interests shape our law firm’s culture. They
are the key to providing the full range of service
capabilities our clients need by working together
as integrated, multidisciplinary teams with each
member drawing from a unique set of talents.

Our experience
proves that complex
situations take full
advantage of the
expertise, the values
and the work power
of our lawyers.

Cristian Mares
partner
cristian.mares@mares.ro

Mihai Mares

Lucian Danilescu

Simona Mares

managing partner

partner

partner

mihai.mares@mares.ro

lucian.danilescu@mares.ro

simona.mares@mares.ro

Mihai is one of the founders and the Managing Partner of
Mares / Danilescu / Mares. Prior to this position, he was
the managing partner in Romania of the international
law firm, Garrigues and of counsel, of the Romanian law
firm, Musat & Asociatii. His practice focuses exclusive on
criminal defense for senior executives, entrepreneurs,
major industrial groups, financial institutions and large
international and domestic companies, in a wide range
of matters involving accounting, financial, securities and
tax fraud; bribery, antitrust and environmental violations.
In addition, he advises clients in internal investigations
and audits involving money laundering, fraud and other
corporate misconduct. In international criminal law,
Mihai acts in international corruption, freezing of assets,
multi-jurisdictional investigations and extradition. PhD
Candidate in criminal procedure at the Legal Institute of
the Romanian Academy. described by Legal 500 (2009)
as “an energetic legal brain”, Mihai is recognized for the
depth of his experience in white collar criminal defense,
by various directories such as Global Legal Experts. He is
publishing on a regular basis articles and studies related to
criminal law and criminal procedure law and participate in
different international and national conferences related to
white-collar crime matters. Mihai is member of European
Criminal Bar Association and International Bar Association
(business crime section).

Lucian is a founding partner of Mares / Danilescu / Mares.
He has more than 16 years of practice, out of which 13
years he was a member of Zamfirescu Racoti Predoiu, being
a partner with that law firm since 2007. He handled aspects
of complex deals and highly structured transactions in key
energy sectors such as hydropower, thermoelectric energy,
nuclear energy, oil and gas, petrochemicals, and most
recent in renewable energy, wind power and solar.

Simona is one of the name partners of Mares / Danilescu /
Mares. With almost 12 years of practice, out of which 3 as a
former managing associate of Garrigues Romania, she has
strong legal expertise in corporate/M&A matters, banking
& finance, tax and projects & infrastructure. Simona also
benefits from her economics studies, as she holds a degree
in international finance.

Mihai’s practices:

Lucian’s practices:

Simona’s practices:

•
•

•
•
•
•
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•
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•

White Collar Crime
Criminal Law

Lucian has a wide-ranging transactional practice,
specializing in mergers and acquisitions and commercial
corporate for more than 15 years. In addition, he was
involved in all types of real estate projects, from office
buildings, residential and logistic related projects to, more
recently, port concessions, complex acquisitions and
development of forest and agricultural land.
More recently Lucian rendered advice for significant projects
regarding regulatory framework for port operations, ports
management bodies, port developments, European port
services legal environment, and port concessions.
Lucian rendered advice for significant financing
transactions, while assisting clients in negotiating with
governmental and international agencies as well as with
banking corporations, such as World Bank, EBRD and IFC.

Energy & Natural Resources
Corporate / M & A
Real Estate
Banking & Finance

Cristian is a founding partner of Mares /
Danilescu / Mares. He has gained, during
over 12 years of practice, out of which 3
years as senior associate for Garrigues
Romania, a strong legal expertise in
litigations, domestic and international
arbitration, real estate transactions,
labor/corporate/commercial matters.
He has benefits from his academic
background as he holds a PhD
in
international
and
European
environmental law, a LLM in international
and European law and he is also senior
lecturer.

Simona has particular interest and experience in corporate
& M&A matters as she was actively involved in the process of
legally structuring, restructuring, operating and controlling
important companies, with a view to achieving long-term
strategic goals and to maximize shareholder value.
She assists clients with all types of secured and unsecured
facility agreements, loan participations, letters of credit,
project financings, securitizations and loan restructuring.
Simona offered value added advice as regards regulatory
and surveillance, financial instruments, data protection,
money laundry, credit risk mitigation arrangements and
capital markets. Her expertise in the taxation field consists
mainly in high level tax due diligences, tax planning for
direct investments, acquisitions, mergers and spin-offs,
advice on transfer pricing and on inquiries regarding VAT,
offering clients greater tax efficiency.

Tax
Banking & Finance
Corporate / M & A
Projects & Infrastructure

Ana-Maria Kusak
partner
ana.kusak@mares.ro
Ana Maria is a founding partner with
Mares / Danilescu / Mares. Prior to this
position, she was a senior associate with
Musat & Asociatii until November 2006,
when she joined the Bucharest Office of
Clifford Chance, as a senior associate.
With more than 14 years of legal practice,
Ana Maria has gained significant
experience and extensive understanding
of the client’s needs in a wide range of
business-law matters, specializing in
competition and intellectual property,
being involved in numerous field-related
projects.
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Mares / Danilescu / Mares offers a multifaceted corporate practice
covering the spectrum of transactional, litigation, regulatory, and
tax matters facing our clients. And when these matters have an
interdisciplinary dimension, we are well positioned to bring together
the right team of lawyers to meet our clients’ business objectives.
We advise in a wide range of practice areas, such as antitrust &
competition, banking & finance, corporate/M & A, dispute resolution,
employment, energy & natural resources, intellectual property,
insolvency & restructuring, private equity, projects & infrastructure,
real estate and tax.

Practices
OUR PRACTICES:

The greatest reward is that, at the end of the day,
clients’ success is ours as well.

•

Antitrust & Competition

•

Private Equity

•

Banking & Finance

•

Projects & Infrastructure

•

Corporate / M&A

•

Real Estate

•

Dispute Resolution

•

Restructuring & Insolvency

•

Employment

•

Tax

•

Energy & Natural Resources

•

White Collar Crime

•

Intellectual Property

We’re

here
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